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“I have always spoken of imagination of movement, more than just illusion. […] the shapes that appear to be moving in the
majority of my works are in reality not in motion, even if the spectator imagines them to be. As Giulio Carlo Argan once said:
I do gestalt art, the movement appears to be a visual phenomenon: each of my artwork is thought to sustain an energy that
reveals the sublime capacity of the human eye and spirit to uncover them.”
Alberto Biasi

Opening on 7 February, Tornabuoni Art Paris will have the pleasure to present an exhibition dedicated to the Italian artist
Alberto Biasi. Organized in close collaboration with the artist’s studio, the show will explore the major role the artist played,
and continues to play, in the Kinetic art movement.
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Gathering emblematic artworks of Biasi experimentations on movements, which he started as early as 1959, the show
attests of the artist’s will to question the traditional conception of painting by challenging the “classic” perspective and
focusing his attention on retinal experiments and visual effects of his works on the spectator.
Born in 1937 in Padua, Alberto Biasi cofounded the Gruppo N in 1959 with Ennio Chiggio, Toni Costa, Edoardo Landi and
Alfredo Massironi. Alongside them, he conducted his first “optico-dynamic” experiments that brought him to participate in
1960 in exhibitions dedicated to lumino-kinetic art beside Enrico Castellani, Piero Manzoni and artists of the New Artistic
Conceptions and Nouve Tendenze movements. A common characteristic of these artists is their willingness to challenge
both the definition of art per se and the role of the spectator in the perception of the artwork: one is not only a passive viewer
but an active part of the artwork itself. Halfway between scientific experimentation and aesthetic revolution, the works of
Alberto Biasi are three-dimensional, vibrant and glistening. Even though some are mobile, others are mere optical illusions
using scientific principles of exact science and phenomenology.
Exploring more than fifty years of artistic production, the exhibition
will present various works of the artist including some Rilievi
ottico-dinamici (Optico-dynamic reliefs) in which lights and lines
intertwined and are illusively perceived as being on the same plan,
although spaced by a few centimeters in reality. Some Torsioni
(Torsions) will also be exhibited, their canvases entirely cut in stripes
before being recomposed in various forms and twist, thus giving the
illusion of geometric configurations in motion. More contemporary
artworks, created after the dissolution of the Gruppo N in 1967,
will equally be presented, in which more figurative forms and color
are gradually appearing, and which demonstrate the beginning of
the artist’s more personal research. These artworks constitute a
synthesis of Biasi’s production, whose multiple exploration have
contributed to the recognition of Kinetic art all over the world.

Finestra arcobaleno, 1962-1990

Indeed, in addition to twelve exhibitions with the Gruppo N,
including “The Responsive Eye” at the MoMA in New York (23
February – 25 April 1965) and numerous solo shows, Biasi’s work
has been presented at the Venice Biennale since 1960, the Sao
Paulo Art Biennial, the Rome Quadriennale and most recently
in the “AZIMUT/H Continuità e nuovo” exhibition at the Peggy
Guggenheim Collection in 2014. His work is also part of several
museum collections, including those of the Centre Georges
Pompidou in Paris and the Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Moderna in
Rome.
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NOTES TO EDITORS
About Alberto Biasi

Alberto Biasi (1937, Padua)
Alberto Biasi was born in Padua in 1937, where he still lives and works. He studied Industrial Design at the Instituto
Universitario Di Architettura of Venice, where he discovered neoplasticism, futurism and dadaïsm.
In 1959, with some fellow Italian artists, he created the Gruppo N in Padua, and started his now famous optical-dynamic
experiences, which were, until 1967, collective Gruppo N works, such as the Trame, the Rilievi Ottico-dinamici, and the
Forme Dinamiche.
In 1961, he started the Nuova Tendenze movement, and took part in numerous artistic experimentations. He then followed
the Arte Programmata trend in 1962. Thanks to those various artistic works, relying on optical illusion, he became one of
the most prominent Italian artist affiliated with the golden age of kinetic art. In 1966, he created his first relief, with his Politipi
works, while still experimenting with kinetic images. Broadly speaking, his artworks are made of surfaces which changes
according to the spectator’s point of view, thus creating an illusory feel of movement.
During the 1980s and 1990s, Alberto Biasi continued his research on the Politipi, adding to them more figurative patterns,
along with more colours. The artworks from that period highlight the contrast between bi- and tri-dimensionality through
the confrontation of reliefs and paint.
In addition to the twelve Gruppo N shows, Alberto Biasi has had several solo shows and has been involved in more than four
hundred collective shows, including the Venice Biennale and the Rome Quadriennale. Alberto Biasi’s work, whether being
collective or personnal, has been displayed in all major exhibitions in the history of kinetic art, such as the "Nove tendencije"
in Zagreb (1961) and the "Responsive eye" exhibition at the MoMA in New York (1965).
In 1988, the Civic Museum of the Hermits in Padua presented a major restrospective of Biasi. In 2006, the State Hermitage
Museum in Saint-Petersburg showed more than 30 of his works, and in 2007 the Diocesian Museum of Barcelona organized
a solo show of the artist. In 2008, Alberto Biasi participated in the International Contemporary Art Triennale in Prague.
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ABOUT TORNABUONI ART

Founded in Florence in 1981 by Roberto Casamonti, in the street that gave the gallery its name, Tornabuoni
opened other exhibition spaces in Crans-Montana in 1993, Milan in 1995, Forte Dei Marmi in 2004, Paris in 2009
and London in 2015.
Specialising in Post-War Italian art, the gallery presents the work of artists such as Fontana, Burri, Castellani,
Bonalumi, Boetti, Scheggi and Manzoni. Tornabuoni Art also has a permanent collection of significant works by
major Italian artists of the Novecento, such as de Chirico, Morandi, Balla and Severini, as well as International
20th-century avant-garde masters, such as Picasso, Mirò, Kandinsky, Hartung, Poliakoff, Dubuffet, Lam, Matta,
Christo, Wesselmann, Warhol and Basquiat. Complementing its focus on Italian art, the Tornabuoni Art collection
also features the work of young contemporary artists such as the Italian artist Francesca Pasquali and the Italybased Armenian artist Mikayel Ohanjanyan, who, along with the Armenian pavilion, won the Golden Lion at the
2015 Venice Biennale.
Tornabuoni Art participates in major international art fairs such as the FIAC in Paris, TEFAF in Maastricht and New
York, Art Basel, Art Basel Miami, Art Basel Hong Kong, Miart in Milan, Frieze Masters in London, Artgeneve in
Geneva and Artmonte-carlo in Monaco.
The gallery also works closely with museums, artists’ estates and institutions, most recently with the Giorgio
Cini Foundation in Venice on the exhibition "Alighiero Boetti: Minimum/Maximum", timed to coincide with the
opening of the Venice Biennale 2017. With Tornabuoni Art’s experience and knowledge of the work of the artists it
represents, the gallery has also established itself as an advisor for both private and public collections.
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Images :
- Alberto Biasi, Rilievo ottico dinamico, 1961, PVC strips on panel, 50 x 50 x 4 cm. (19,68 x 19,68 x 1,57 inch.) © Bruno Bani
- Alberto Biasi, Finestra arcobaleno, 1962-1990, mirror, plexiglass, light and electric motor, 75 x 65 x 13,5 cm. (29,52 x 25,59 x 5,31 inch.) ©
Tornabuoni Art
For more information on the gallery and its activities, visit www.tornabuoniart.fr.
Follow us on Facebook (@TornabuoniArt), Instagram (@TornabuoniArt), Twitter (@TornabuoniArt) and Pinterest (@TornabuoniArt) with the hashtags #AlbertoBiasi #AlbertoBiasiExhibition #TornabuoniArt.
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Rilievo ottico dinamico, 1961,
PVC strips on panel,
50 x 50 x 4 cm. (19,68 x 19,68 x 1,57 inch.)
© Bruno Bani

Dinamica triangolare, 1965,
PVC strips on panel,
114 x 119 cm. (44,88 x 46,85 inch.)
© Bruno Bani

Rilievo ottico dinamico, 1961,
PVC strips on panel,
50 x 50 x 4 cm. (19,68 x 19,68 x 1,57 inch.)
© Tornabuoni Art

Oggetto ottico-dinamico, 1964,
tempera on cardboard and perforated sheet,
54 x 54 cm. (21,25 x 21,25 inch.)
© Tornabuoni Art

Finestra arcobaleno, 1962-1990,
mirror, plexiglass, light and electric motor,
75 x 65 x 13,5 cm. (29,52 x 25,59 x 5,31 inch.)
© Tornabuoni Art

Oggetto: gocce, 1971,
PVC strips on panel,
87 x 55 x 6 cm. (34,25 x 21,65 x 2,36 inch.)
© Tornabuoni Art
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